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About This Game

HELI HEROES updates the old-school "shoot'em up" arcade machine games to new dimensions on today's PCs. You
command an AH-64 Apache Longbow or a Russian Hokum helicopter. The goal is to fly through various levels and carry out
the mission objectives. During the missions you will find different types of weapons and additional offensive and defensive

systems. The game's look and feel is made up of a 3D landscape that you fly your helicopter over, through and into. The mix of
reality and Sci-Fi missions vary from destroying Iraqi oilfields up to fighting against the "Big Boss" enemies in Alaska.

STORY

It all started, not with a bang, but with a whimper…

Revolution Now, the most formidable terrorist group in existence, is on the brink of creating a new world order. Your challenge,
if you are crazy enough to accept, is to defeat them at all costs.

Commanding an AH-64 Apache Longbow or a Russian Hokum helicopter - your goal is to fly through various levels and carry
out the mission objectives. During your adventures in HELI HEROES you will find different types of weapons, bonus objects
and additional offensive and defensive systems. The very survival of the world depends on you: it is time to take the challenge,

and put an end to global terrorism - an end to Revolution Now.

FEATURES:

Fast and fun to play - packed with intense action and breathtaking explosions and particle effects
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30 day and night missions with varying weather conditions

Easy to understand missions with clear-cut goals

Units and weapons from the real world with a wide variety of ammunition types

Defense systems: decoys, additional armor and stealth

Fuel and ammunitions limits to test flying strategies

Intuitive control: No need to learn complex menus, keys or unit lists

Support for nearly all pads and joysticks

Single Player and Companion Mode for 2-player simultaneous games

Resolutions from 640x480 up to 2048x1800 in 32 bit color depth

Internet competition and campaign mode

EyeSave Mode™ Technolgy

Musical Score and Sound FX in Dolby Digital 5.1
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Title: Heli Heroes
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Reality Pump
Publisher:
Topware Interactive
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2002

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel or AMD Single Core CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card with TnL support and 32 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English,German,French,Czech,Dutch,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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The main menu of this game is the easiest way to get yourself to vomit, especially useful after a nights out when you had a few
too many drinks and you feel to sick to sleep. It only takes 5-10 seconds of looking at that beautiful apache attack helicopter as
you circle around it at 5000rpm before you feel its effects.

Voice acting is also 10/10.. Terrible game, crashes constantly and only once got to even start the game. I'm embarrassed to even
own this, but it came in a bundle deal.

Do the right thing and keep your money.. Garbage tier, thanks humble bundle.. probably one of the worst games ive ever played.
I played this game a long time ago. To be honest, it wasn't anything special. Visuals were nice. But voice and comments of your
pilot were annoying, and shooting was way too casual (more appropriate for younger kids).
Overall, in these days, I wouldn't reccomend this game.
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I was a kid back then and I love this game, just not now .. As fun as masturbating with 300 grit sandpaper. And that was when it
was when it actually freaking worked. You know how steam reviews require 5 minutes of play time to write a review? I
struggled to get to three.

Final verdict:
This game brought down my self-esteem faster than the World Trade Center. Rate 9/11. MORE THAN KIDDY. you shouldnt
be allowed to sell games on STEAM with having to need to key in game codes, just saying..... I had my hopes up when I saw this
title for a bargain. It gave me a flashback of old classic top-down scrollers that I used to play with my friends as a kid. And this
game seemed to have 3D graphics instead of bitmaps -- which in some cases does work out.

With anticipation rising I launched the game, checked the controls and started my flight. The pad controls felt suitable and the
chopper felt to respond rather well. First target in sight! Fire! ... "Die, you terrorist dog!" ... WTF? Okay, so the ammo
automatically hits the target if you are remotely aiming towards it, I can live with that. And I could even live with below
mediocre level design and cloggy textures and below average sound effects. But I cannot tolerate those darn pilot comments
every time a target is taken out or you are getting hit! Sure, there's a variety in those but that's pretty much all you hear along
side with poorly suiting sound track.

Four training missions was enough for me. There are better games to spend your time with than this. There is a 2 player co-op
but I rather have a friend join me for a game of Rayman than Heli Heroes. There's nothing heroic in this game.. Wish the game
was as good as the intro & trailer .... Terrible game, crashes constantly and only once got to even start the game. I'm embarrassed
to even own this, but it came in a bundle deal.

Do the right thing and keep your money.
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